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In this paper, we study the bifurcation of steady-state solutions of a 
reaction-diffusion equation in one space variable. The steady-state solutions 
satisfy the equation a” +f(u) = 0 on the interval -L < x < L, where we take 
f(u) to be a cubic polynomial. The solution is assumed to satisfy either 
homogeneous Dirichlet, or homogeneous Neumann, or periodic boundary 
conditions. We take as bifurcation parameter the number L, and we obtain 
global bifurcation diagrams; that is, we count the exact number of solutions. 
These solutions can be viewed as the “rest points” of the equation 
U, = u,, + f(u). In order to determine the global flow of this latter equation, 
the precise knowledge of the number of rest points is a necessary first step. 
Our technique is a careful analysis of the so-called “time-map” S(a), a 
function defined by an elliptic integral, which measures the “time” an orbit 
takes to get from one boundary line to another. The relevant point is that we 
are able to count the exact number of critical points of S. This is done for 
both positive and negative solutions of the Dirichlet problem,’ by proving 
estimates of the form S” + cS’ > 0, or (0, for some (nonzero) function 
c = c(a). For the Neumann problem, we use entirely different techniques to 
prove that S is never critical, for any cubic polynomial J This implies at 
once that the Neumann problem can have at most one nonconstant solution 
(having a given number of maxima or minima). This solution is necessarily 
strongly nondegenerate, in the sense that zero is not contained in the 
spectrum of the linearized operator (see [2]). 
For the Dirichlet problem, the situation is far more complicated, and the 
bifurcation diagrams undergo qualitative changes, depending on the positions 
of the roots off: For example, Fig. 1 shows the bifurcation diagram (for the 
positive solutions), for two different cubic functions of the form f(u) = 
(a - u)(u - b)(u - c). It is interesting to note, however, that in every case we 
study, there are at most three solutions to the Dirichlet problem, for each 
’ For essentially all cubic polynomialsf; see the discussion at the end of Section 4. 
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FIG. 1. (A) -I<(a<b<O<c; (B) O<a<b<c 
value of L. Furthermore, there can be (at most) two values of L for which 
the corresponding solutions are degenerate; for all other values, the solutions 
are strongly nondegenerate. 
We remark that the stability of these steady-state solutions is discussed in 
1. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
We consider equations of the form 
u” + f(u) = 0, -L<x<L, (1.1) 
with homogeneous Neumann or Dirichlet or periodic boundary conditions. 
Heref(u) is a cubic polynomial of the form 
f(u) = - (u - a)(u - b)(u -c), (1.2) 
with a < b ( c; i.e., we assume that f has three distinct’ real roots. We shall 
denote by CJ, rr and 7, respectively, the sum of the roots, the product of the 
roots, and the sum of the products of all pairs of the roots. Thus we can 
write f in the alternate form 
f(u) = - 22 + uu* - 5u + 71. (1.3) 
We shall always assume that 0 > 0; this involves no loss in generality 
since the transformation u +-u takes Eq. (1.1) into U” - f(-u) = 0, and 
-1(-u) = - u3 - uu2 - ru - 71; thus if we can do the analysis when CJ > 0, 
we can also do it when CJ < 0. 
We shall also assume that jr, f > 0 when we draw the phase portraits; the 
reader should note, however, that this assumption is never used in our 
analysis. 
2 The reader will see that our techniques can handle the other cases: we have omitted them 
for the sake of brevity. 
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We now list some functions (see [2]), which are repeatedly used in the 
following sections: F(u) = j,U f(s)& 
t?(u) = 2F(u) - uf(u) = u4/2 - (0/3)u’ + nu, (1.4) 
O'(u)= 2u3 -cm* + 7r=f(u)- uf'(u). (1.5) 
Note that 0 does not depend on T; this remark will be useful later on. 
We shall partition the set of solutions into three classes, 3, A’” and @. 
These are, respectively, the nonnegative solutions, the nonpositive solutions, 
and the solutions which change sign. 
2. DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS-POSITIVE SOLUTIONS 
We consider Eq. (1.1). with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 
u(L) = u(-L) = 0, (2-l) 
and seek positive solutions; in Section 4 we shall consider other solutions. In 
order to study bifurcation of solutions, we write (2.1) in the usual way as the 
system ti = ~1, ti = -f(u). We observe that a solution of (l.l), (2.1) is an 
integral curve which “begins” and “ends” on the line u = 0, and makes 
“time” 2L to make the journey; see Fig. 2, where we have indicated two 
typical types of solutions. Now as in [2], we introduce the “time” map3 
7-(p) = I”‘“’ 2 “‘(F(a(p)) - F(u))- “’ du, O<p<A. (2.2) 
0 
The number A is defined by A2 = 2F(c), and a(p) is the first point on the 
line c = 0 which meets the orbit through p. In order to study the number of 
C” 
FIGURE 2 
’ If we are considering solutions in u < 0. then we replace (2.2) by T(q) = 
.l&,(F(a(9)) - F(u))-'Q du. 
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FIGURE 3 
solutions of (1.1) and (2.1), and their bifurcations, we must study the 
qualitative shape of the time map. Observe that a’(p) > 0, so that we may 
actually consider T as a function of a, defined by S(a) = 2”‘T(p). whenever 
this is convenient to us. 
We shall show how the function T changes with the position of the roots 
ofJ We consider first the case where there are no negative roots. 
THEOREM 2.1. If 0 < a < b < c, then T has exactly one critical point, a 
minimum. 
Remark. It follows froms this that if a = 0 the time map has the form’ 
given in Fig. 3. Thus for short intervals, L < L,, the only solution is u SE 0; 
then for L =LO, 
solution bifurcates 
a nonconstant solution appears, while for L > L,, this, 
into two nonconstant solutions. Therefore, for L > L,, 
there are exactly three solutions. (We shall discuss below the case a > 0.) 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall first assume that a = 0. 
In (2.2), if we make the change of vaiable u = at, we get 
S(a) = 1’ (F(a) - F(at))- “*a dt, 
0 
where we are using the notation, S(a(p)) = 2’12T(p). Thus 
s’(a) = I,’ (AF) I/* - ia(“*(f(a) - tf(at)) dt 
AF 
AF - f(af<a) - z&(u)) du = - 
(AF)“Z a (2.3) 
I a e(a)- 19(u) du = o 2(AF)3’2 a ’ 
where we are using the obvious notation AF = F(a) - F(u), and4 B(x) = 
’ Note that if B’(u) # 0. a > u > 0. then S’ + 0. so T is monotone. 
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2F(x) - xf(x). Now from (1.4), we have 6(x) = (x3/2)(x - (2a/3)) so that 
e(u) - e(u) > 0 if a > 2a/3, while 0(a) - 0(u) < 0 if 01 < a/2. It follows that 
S’(a) < 0 for a <o/2, and S’(a) > 0 for a > 2a/3, and therefore, S’(u) has 
at least one zero. Thus. we need only consider a > u/2. We have 
I 
’ 
2s’(u) = 
B(u) - e(at) 
o (F(~) - qut))3i2 dt* 
so that 
(F(u) - F(ut))3’2(B’(u) - t@(ut)) 
-<(B(u) - B(ut))(F(a) - F(ur)‘~‘(f(a) - tj-(at)) I 
ZS”(Cf) = 1’ 
0 (F(a) - F(ut))” 
dt 
= -a (AF)(cf@(u) - ue’(U)) - ;Ae(Af) du 
-0 a2(F(a) - F(u))si2 ’ 
where AT= af(a) - uf(u). Hence, for any K, we have 
S”(a) + KS’(a) = J a Ka(AF)(AO) - ;AO(Ar) + AF(AB’) du 
0 ~cz~(AF)~‘~ 
It follows that if we put K = 3/a, we have 
Now x@(x) = 2x3(x - u/2), SO that if x 2 u/2, x@(x) > 0. But (x@(x))’ = 
8x2(x - 30/8) and thus for a > u/2, (AF)(A@) > 0, and 
S”(U) + (3/a)S’(a) > 0. 
Thus if a < u/2, S’(a) < 0; if (I > 20/3, S’(a) > 0, and for u/2 < (I < 2u/3, if 
S’(a) = 0, then S”(a) > 0. This proves that S’ has exactly one zero. But now 
7’(p) = S’(a) da/dp, and since da/dp > 0, we see that T has exactly one 
critical point. a minimum. This completes the proof in the case a = 0. 
We turn now to the case where a > 0; note that u(p) > a. We shall first 
show that a < u/2 implies that 7(a) < 0 so that there cannot be any bifur- 
cation in this case. To do this, we write T(p) = T,(p) + T,(p), where 
T,(p) =I= (p2 - 2F(u))-“‘du. 
0 
SOS ‘3Y 2 IO 
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FIGURE 4 
and 
T*(p) = yp 2 - “‘(F(a(p)) - F(u)) - I’* du; 
a 
see Fig. 4. 
Now if we set S,(a) = 2”‘r,(p), and make the change of variables 
MT = u - u, F(X) = F(x + a), then we can write 
S,(a) = I”” (F(cf - a) - F(w)) - Ii2 dw. 
0 
Thus, as before u--(1 &a-a)-B(w) 
S;(a) = I, (jY(a - a) - j+)yl* dw, 
where g(x) = 2F(x) - (x + u)f(x + a). Now @ vanishes at (c + 6)/2, so that 
a < a/2 implies a - a < (c + b)/2; hence Sl, < 0 if a < a/2. On the other 
hand, by direct calculation 
dT, _ - 
dp 
p j-a (p’ - 2F(u))--“’ du < 0. 
0 
It then follows that r(a) < 0 if a < u/2. 
We now consider the case where a > a/2. Here we define, as above, 
S(a) = 2”*T(p). Note that, as in the previous case, T has at least one critical 
point. .We shall show here that for u > u/2, we have the estimate 
S”(a) + $ S’(a) > 0. (2.4) 
As before, this implies that T has exactly one critical point. 
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We shall in fact show that a > 4a/9 implies (2.4) holds. Now as before 
(2.5) S” + ; S’ > &J (AF)-yAF)(AB’) du, 
0 
and thus for any c 
3 1 a 
S” + ; S’ + CS’ > y-g 
I 
(LW-~‘~[~C(AO) + AB’] du. (2.6) o 
Now consider the function 4(x) = x@(x) - 0(x) = $x3(x - 40/9). Thus, 
a > 40/9. u < a imply q)(u) - g(u) > 0. Hence if we put (xc = - 1 in (2.6), we 
obtain (2.4). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We remark that in the case where a > 0, there are two different classes of 
solutions of the Dirichlet problem; namely, those solutions having a(p) > a, 
.and those with a(p) < a (see Fig. 4). Our theorem applies to the former 
solutions, but from the results in [2], it follows that the latter solutions 
cannot undergo bifurcations. It is easy to see that the bifurcation diagram 
takes the form of Fig. lB, in this case. 
We now consider the remaining types of cubic functionsf(u). In order to 
classify the bifurcations, we shall use the notation (1.3). In this notation, our 
Theorem 2.1 implies that we have completely classified the bifurcations in 
the case when u > 0, r > 0 and rr > 0. 
THEOREM 2.2. If a < 0 < b < c, then no solution in ,N^ can bifurcate, 
and for solutions in .9, there is exactly one bifurcation; i.e., T has exactly 
one critical point. 
Remark. Observe that for solutions in .Y, this theorem implies that we 
have classified the complete bifurcation diagram in the cases when 7c < 0, for 
any r (where, of course, we are always considering (T > 0, in view of our 
previous convention). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We consider first solutions in ..d *. Since cr > 0, it 
follows from (1.5) that 8’ has no negative roots. As we have observed earlier 
(see footnote 4), this implies T is monotone, and so there cannot be any 
bifurcations. 
For solutions in ./, we can use an argument similar to that in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. Thus, from (1.5), we see that 8’ can have at most one positive 
root. Also, since 0’(O) = 7r < 0, P’(0) = - 2u < 0, and P(u)-+ fco, as 
u + +a, it follows that 8’ has exactly one zero in u > 0. But @(40/9) = 
2(4u/9)*(4u/9 - u/2) + n. Hence a < 4u/9 implies that 8’ < 0, so S’ < 0 and 
there cannot be any bifurcations in this case. On the other hand, if a > 4u/9. 
then as in Theorem 2.1. S” + (2/a)S’ > 0, so there can be at most one bifur- 
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FIGURE 5 
cation. Since e(c) = 2F(c) > 0. we see that for u near c, S’(u) > 0. But we 
have already seen that S’(u) < 0 if a < 40/9; this implies that S has exactly 
one critical point, and the proof is complete. 
For the convenience of the reader, we remark that Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
imply that we have classified the bifurcation diagrams for solutions in 9, in 
the cases (i) rc > 0, r > 0, and (ii) 7c < 0, all r, when f has three real roots. I 
We shall not give a complete classification of all of the remaining cases, but’ 
shall content ourselves in demonstrating the existance of some new bifur- 
cation diagrams. The omitted cases will be discussed at the end of this 
section. 
For the cubic polynomial defined by Eq. (1.3) the discriminant D isi 
defined by 
D = - 4r3 + a*? + 18orcr - (277~’ + 4a3n). (2.7)’ 
Here we are thinking of D = D(r) as a function of r, with u > 0 and 72 fixed. 
We first consider the case where 7c > 0. Now since D’(0) > 0 and D(0) < 0, 
we see that D(r) has one negative, (r3), and two positive, (r,, r2. r, < r2), 
roots (see Fig. 5). 
We consider several cases; first suppose that t > r, . Then D(r) < 0 so f 
has one real root, which must be nonnegative since f(0) > 0. If f(0) = 0, 
then the only solution to the Dirichlet problem is u = 0. Hence, we can 
assumef(0) > 0. Next, suppose that r = r2. * thenfhas a double root,5 so that 
the graph off takes one of the two forms in Fig. 6. In the case wheref has 
FIGURE 6 
’ If CT’ = 27~,J has a triple root and conversely. sincef = (u - (u/3))‘: the analysis of this 
case is similar. 
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FIGURE 7 
the form in Figure 6A we see that the flow has a rest point at p, and the 
phase portrait is that of Fig. 7. 
We observe that this case is handled in a manner similar to that of 
Theorem 2.1.) i.e., T has exactly one critical point, and remarks analogous to 
those made after the proof of that theorem are valid here. In the case wheref 
is as in Fig. 6B, the time map is monotone; this follows from the results of 
12 ] since 8’ =f(u) - uf’(u) is nonzero. 
Now suppose that r > r2. First note that for r = r2, the graph off takes 
the form of Figure 6A. (This follows from consideration of r in the open 
interval (r,, rJ, where f has three positive roots, and allowing r to increase; 
i.e., as r increases, -ru decreases, so f gets “pulled down.“) At r = r*,f’ < 0 
before the nondouble root r, so 0’ = f - uf’ > 0 on 0 < u < r. Since 
df ‘/dr = - 1, we see that 8 > 0 for r > r2. Hence T is monotone, if r > r2. 
Next, we consider the case r, < r < r2. Again, if r = r,, then f is as in 
Fig. 6A, and we have done this case. Also, if r, < r < r, then f has three 
positive roots (since f (-u) has positive coefftcients), and this case again was 
considered in Theorem 2.1. 
We consider now the case where r < 0. This case is rather difficult, and 
requires some new estimates, which we shall formulate in the lemmas below. 
We shall see too, that the time map has a distinctly different qualitative 
feature than those which we previously studied; namely, in this case T has 
exactly two critical points. 
Now if r < r3, then f has three real roots. Using Descarte’s rule of signs, 
we see that f has exactly two negative roots, and one positive root; thus 
a < b < 0 < c. Now if we let p(u) = fI(u)/u, then the discriminant of p(u) is 
(64n/27)[a3 - (27/4)*n]. Thus, for 
u3 > (27/4)% (2.8) 
we see that p(u) has two positive roots, and one negative root. Thus 0(u) has 
the form of Fig. 8, if (2.8) holds, independent of r. Now if we show that 
c > D, and 8(c) > 8(A), then we see from the above figure, that for u < a < c, 
if Ae=e(aj-e(u), that de>0 on O<a<A, MC0 on B<a<C, and 
AtI > 0 on E < a < b. Thus since 
S’(a) = J” A8/2a(AF)-“* du, 
0 
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FIGURE 8 
(see, e.g., (2.3)), we see that S’, and hence T’, has at least two zeros. We 
make this precise in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. If (2.8) holds, then T has at least two critical points, for 
any r. 
Proof As we have observed above, it suffices to show that c > D and 
0(c) > B(A). (Recall that the roots off satisfy a < b < 0 < c.) 
Now B(c) = 2F(c) > 0; if we show c > A and B(c) > 8(A), then it follows 
that c > D and the proof will be complete. We begin by showing that c > A. 
To see this, note that 0 = 0’(A) = Ap’(A) + p(A) so p’(A) < 0. Hence 
0 > 6A2 - 2uA = 6A(A -u/3) and thus A < a/3. But also c>a/3; for if 
c < u/3. then u/3 > u/3 + (a + b) > c + a + b = u > u/3, an impossibility. 
Thus A < c. Now B(A) = 2F(A) - Af(A) < 2F(A) < 2F(c) = 0(c). This 
completes the proof. 
Our goal in the remainder of this section is to prove that T has exactly 
two critical points. This will follow from a series of lemmas. We first state 
the main theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. If (2.8) holds, together with u > 0, z > 0, and r < 0. then 
T has e?sactly two critical points.6 
LEMMA 2.5. If c ,< a <E (se Fig. 71, then S”(a) + (2/a) S’(a) > 0; in 
fact, this estimate holds, if a > k/9. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If B < a(p) < E, then T(p) has exactly one critical 
point, a maximum. 
It is clear that the proof of the corollary follows at once from the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have 
S”(a) + KS’(a) = 1 
= Ka(AF)(AB) - ;de(dJ) + AF(AB’) du 
0 2a2(AF)5/2 
’ We remark that we do not consider the case 0 < r < r,. This case is rather delicate. and 
requires some new estimates. The hypothesis r < 0 is only used in Lemma 2.9. 
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In the numerator of the integrand, we put Ka = - I, and let d(x) = 
S@(X) - B(X). Note that d(c) = - 0(c) > 0. Also, d(x) = {x3(x - 40/9). 
Hence, if a > 4a/9. &(.u) = 6x2(?r - o/3). so Au > 0 if u < 4a/9 since 
d(u) < 0 and @(a) > 0. If u > 4u/9, then Q)‘(a) > 0, so d# > 0. Thus 
S”(ff )-+S’ta)>&J 
0 -&WA?) du 
o (AF)S’Z . 
Now 
S”(a) - + S’(a) - dS’(a) > $1 
a (daAF - iA3)Ae du 
0 (AF)“’ 
and if we put da = 3. we have 
S”(a)+$S’(a)>&j n WF -A&W du 
0 (AF)5’2 
3 
1 
n (A@)’ du > o 
4a2 o w . 
This proves the lemma. 
We now consider the case where A < a < B (see Fig. 8); our goal is to 
show that for some M, S”(a) f MS’(a) < 0. 
In view of Lemma 2.5, we may assume that a < 40/9, whenever this is 
convenient. 
Before stating the next lemma, we need some notation. Let the function 
H(u) be defined by 
H(u) = f’(u) B’(u) -f(u) B”(u) (2.9) 
where, as usual 19(u) = 2F(u) - uf(u). 
LEMMA 2.7. If 
u3 > 352-3(2 - \/5)-13m’Wn, (2.10) 
then H(B) > 0, rvhen r = 0 (recall B from Fig. 7). In particular, the 
conclusion holds if (2.8) is valid. 
Proof A computation shows that H(u) = - uu4 - 97~’ + 4ulru, at r = 0. 
Hence H(u)/u = - uu3 - 9nu + 4u7r. Now B(B) =0, so that z= 
- B3/2 + uB2/3. Substituting gives 
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The quadratic in parenthesis has roots at (2a/9)(3 f ~6). Thus H(B) > 0 if 
B < (2a/9)(3 - 0); i.e., if 19((2a/9)(3 - fi)) < 0. This yields condition 
(2.10) and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 2.8. aH(B)/& < 0 at r = 0, if (2.10) holds. 
Proof. Since H(B)/B > 0 at r > 0 (Lemma 2.7), we have 
(40 - 9B)x > uB3, where the coef’licient of rc is positive. This is true since 
0(40/9) < 0 (2.8), so B < 4u/9. Thus 
3f-W ) 
Fs 
=4B3-uB2-n 
T=O 
< 4B3 - uB2 - uB3/(4u - 9B) 
= - 4B2(3B - u)~/(~u - 9B) < 0. 
LEMMA 2.9. H(u) > 0 for all r < 0, 0 < u ,< B, if (2.10) holds. 
ProoJ We have 
so that 
H(u) - =- ml3 - 97ru + 4u71, 
U T=O 
d H(u) -- 
( )I du u 
= - 3uu2 - 9R < 0. 
7x0 
Thus H(B) > 0 at r = 0 (Lemma 2.7), implies H(u) > 0 at r = 0, 0 < u <B. 
Now aH(u)/& = - f?(u) + u@‘(u) = 4u3 - au2 - 7~. But B(B) = 0 implies 
R = uB2/3 - B3/2. Hence 
aH(B) 
-=cB2 (B--&U) ~0 
8s 
since B < 2u/9 < 80/27. Now ~?H(u)/t% has at most one positive root, it is 
negative at u = 0 and at B; thus it is negative on 0 < u < B. This implies the 
result. 
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LEMMA 2.10. I” H(a) > 0, then 
max Af/AF - o $:I A$‘/Af = 1. (2.11) 
O<U<Q 
where A3 = af(a) - uf(u), and A? = aIf’ - u*f’(u). 
ProoJ We let X = Ax Y = AF and Z = AJ’. We shall show that the 
maximum of X/Y occurs at u = a and that the minimum of Z/X occurs at 
u = 0. Then 
and using L’Hospital’s rule 
max X/Y= (af’b) + f(a))/f(ah 
O<!l<a 
so subtracting, gives the desired result. 
We shall show first that the maximum of X/Y occurs at u = a. Now 
- wff’(u) + f(u)) + Xf(u) 
Y2 
so 
x ’ 
t-1 I 
= f(O)@ - Y) 
Y u=o y2 u=o 
= 9 (af(a) - F(a) + F(0)) 
a’(a-8o/9)--$,a’, 
and this latter quantity is positive, since a < 40/9, and 7 < 0. Thus max X/Y 
occurs at a or at some internal point. Now set G(u) = (S(U) + uf’(u))/f(u), 
and note that when u = a, G(u) =X/Y, and that G(0) = 1, and that G’(u) = 
H(u)/f(u)’ > 0, by Lemma 2.9. Furthermore at an internal critical point u. 
of X/Y, we have X/YI,,,O = G(u,) < G(a) = X/Yl,,,. Hence the maximum 
of X/Y occurs at u = a. 
Next, we show that the minimum of Z/X occurs at u = 0. Now Z/X/,=, = 
af’(a)/f(a). We have 
Z af ‘(a) a*f’(a) - #*f’(u) d’(a) ---z -~ 
X af(a) af (a) - uf b) f(a) 
= uf(U)(a(f'(a)/f(a))--((f'(u)/f(u))) 
A3 
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_ uf(u) @(aI 
( 
e,(u) -- 
A3 f(u) f(a) 1 
for some <. u < r < a. But Lemma 2.9 implies that this last quantity is 
positive. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let M = G(a) = max,,,,, X/Y. We shall show 
that 
S”(a)+$S’(a) CO: (2.12) 
this will prove that T has at most one critical point in 0 <a < B, which 
together with Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 2.3, proves the theorem. We have 
S”(a) + $ S’(a) 
n = 
I 
Pf/2)[&4V2 - (A3l)k’F)l + 3@3)* - 2(A!)W) - d’)W) du 
0 2a’(AF)5” 
Now from Lemma 2.10, the numerator, call it N, of the integrand is less than 
i(A3)’ - (2 + m + (M/2))(AT)(AF) + M(AF)*, where m = min,,,,, Z/X. If 
we let II = AT/AF, then 1 <A Q M, and 
N < (AF)* [+2-b (2+m+;) +M]. 
Denoting the quadratic in A by p(A), and noting that M - 2 = m - 1, (from 
Lemma 2.10), we have 
p(A) = ;A’ - A($4 + 1) + M = (A - M)(1 - )). 
It then follows that p(A) < 0 if 1 Q 1 GM. Hence N< 0 and 
S”(a) + (M/2a)S’(a) < 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
For the convenience of the reader, we shall now make explicit just which 
cubic functions f we have not considered for solutions of the Dirichlet 
problem in the class .?. First note that the discriminant of 8’ is 
n/4(& - 27~); thus if u3 < 27x, 8’ has no positive roots, and hence T’ can 
never be zero. Now if (27x) < o3 < 3s22-‘3-L”(2 - fi)-‘n-pn. then we 
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have not considered such cubits. As u increases from below 27~ a single 
cubic singularity in T develops, and we conjecture that T has exactly two 
zeros henceforth; this is true for u3 > pi (Theorem 2.4). But our techniques 
fail here. To analyze this case. would require a detailed analysis of the third 
derivative of T. Finally, if u3 > pn and 0 < r < r,, we have not considered 
this case either. Our techniques seem to be applicable here, but the technical 
effort invoved. doesn’t seem to be woth the result. 
3. NEUMANN AND PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In this section we shall consider the problem (1.1) with periodic boundary 
conditions, or homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, 
u’(L) = u’(-L) = 0. (3.1) 
We shall show that in both cases, the “time” map is monotone, so that there 
is never any bifurcation. It is clear that if we prove this result for the 
Neumann problem, then the result for the case of periodic boundary 
conditions follows almost immediately. 
We begin our study of the Neumann problem by noting that it suffices to 
consider those functions f of the form 
f(u) = - u(u - a)(u - c), a<O<c. (3.2) 
To see this. observe that solutions of the Neumann problem can be written as 
solutions of the system ti = c; ti =-f(u), L’(+L) = 0, where in general, 
S(u)=-(u-A)(u-B)(u-C), A <B<C. If we set M’=u-B, then the 
system becomes iti = ~1. ti = f(w + B) = - (w - (A - B))w(,c - (C - II)). 
with the same boundary conditions tl(+L) = 0. Thus the Neumann problem 
is invariant under translations of U, and we need only consider f’s of the 
form (3.2). Observe that in this notation. we have o = a + c > 0. and 
r = ac < 0. Note too that our solutions lie in the “tear-shaped” region of 
Fig. 9. 
We denote by T,(U). the (minimal) “time” that the orbit through (;L takes 
to get to the line u = 0, and by T*(P), the time that this orbit takes to get 
from the line u = 0 to the point p on the line L’ = 0; see Fig. 9. Of course, u is 
a function of /3, so that if we let T(/?) denote the “time” that the orbit takes in 
going from a to /3, then we have 
Our main result in this section is the following theorem. 
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FIGURE 9 
THEOREM 3.1. dT/dp > 0. 
We are unable to prove this theorem directly, and so we shall first prove a 
few lemmas concerning the above “time” functions. 
LEMMA 3.2. T, < 0, and T;’ > 0; here the primes denote differentiation 
of T, with respect to its argument. 
ProoJ: If in the expression for T,(a), we make the change of variable 
u = at, we have 
Tl(a) = 
du -a dt 
(F(a) - qu))‘l’ = (F(a) - F(at))v2 * 
Thus using our usual notation AF = (F(a) - F(at)), we have 
G(a) = I 
1 -(AF)“’ + fa(AF)-“‘(f(a) - tf(at)> dt 
0 WI 
-AF + i(af(a) - uf(u)) du = 
(AF)“’ 7 
@(a) - f?(u) du = 
2(AF)3’2 a ’ 
Now observe that since rr = 0, 0(x) = (x3/2)(x - 2cr/3). It follows that 8 is 
a monotone decreasing function if x < 0. Thus u > a implies 0(a) > e(u), so 
that the integrand in the expression for r,, is negative. 
To calculate T’,‘, we have 
2c = 
-de 
(&)3/z dt7 
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where AtI = d(a) - B(ur). Thus, 
IT;‘=- 
I 
1 (~F)‘!?(@(cc) - te~(~tjj - ~(df?)(~F)‘:~(f(~f) - fj@t)) dt 
0 (AF)’ 
-0 = ! 
;AB(Af) - (AF)(AB’) du 
0 W’)‘!’ ’ 
where A@ = c&‘(c() - U@(U), and AT = ~$(a) - uf(u). Hence 
r’ = 
’ 5 
n ;(Af?)(Af) - 3At?AF + 3AeAF - AF(A@) du 
0 W)‘;’ 
=J 
01 -;(A@’ f AF(3Ad - A@) 
0 (AF)5!2 
du. 
Since a < 0, we see that T’,’ > 0 since 38(x) -X/~‘(X) = - +x4 < 0. But also, 
(3&u) - X@(X))’ = - 2x3 > 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf 0 </I< h/3, then f’(J) > 0, f(a) +f(Pj>O, and 
cf+p<o. 
Proof. A calculation shows that f’(2a/3) = - ab > 0, so that f’(P) > 0. 
Hence if we think of p as a function of u via F(J) = F(a), and set 
G(a j = f(a) + f(J), we see that G(0) = 0. Also, 
(d/da) G(a) = f’(u) + f’(J) dp!dct 
= f’(a) + f’wu-(~)/f(P)) 
= (f’(~U-W + f’(Pu-(~))/fCo). 
Now consider G(U) at a point where G’(u) = 0. At such a point. f(a) = 
f ‘(~lfwlf’(P) so 
G(a) = fWf’(P) - f’(~)Vf’W 
= .fU3)(3(a -ma + P) + 2uU3 - ~)>/f’ca) 
by direct computation. Thus, if a + p < 0, then we see that G(a) > 0, if 
G’(a) = 0. Since G(a) > 0, we see that G cannot be negative on (a, 0); i.e., 
G > 0. This proves the first two statements provided that the last one holds. 
To prove the last statement, we consider ,!I fixed and consider (I as a 
function of u via the equation F(a) = F(P). Now. let us define H(a) = a + p. 
Note that if u = 0, then f is an odd function and u = -/I so H(0) = 0. Also, 
H’(u) = da/da. Now differentiating the relation F(a) = F(P) with respect to u 
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gives /13/3 = a-‘/3 + f(a) da/& so du/du = @?’ - a3)/3f(a) < 0. Thus 
H(o) < 0 and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.4. WPV’,(a) - 7-,(-P) > 0. 
Proof: We will show, equivalently, that d/da(T,(u) - T,(-/I)) < 0. Now, 
if “prime” again denotes differentiation with respect to its argument. we have 
y$ V-,(u) - r,(-8) = T,(a) - r,(-P)(-@/da) 
= r,(a) + ~;(-Pu(~)lfCo)) 
= PI(a) - r;(-8) + r;(w) ( 1 + f$$) 
= T(T)(a + PI + r,(-P) ( I + f$) , 
for some { between a and -/?. Thus the result follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 
3.3. 
LEMMA 3.5. WdP)(~,(-P) + r,W) > 0. 
Observe that Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof: We have 
and 
du 
T2cp) = f (F(p) - F(u))“’ * 
Let TV) = r,(--/?) + T,(p); then 
TV) = I” [(F(P) - f’(u)) - “’ + (F(+) - F(-u))‘12] du 
0 
= 
I 
; [p(F@) - F@))- “’ + p(F(-/?) - F(-jlt))“‘] dt. 
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If we let AF = F(JI) - F(u), AF- = F(-13) - F(-u). A3 = /jf(@) - Ptf@t), 
and AT- = - Pf(-P) + ,&f(-pr), then 
r(p)= I, ] 2(AF)3!* + 
’ 2Af-A3 2AF_-AT- dt 
2(AF-)“* I 
-’ = 
J I 
w - W) + fl(-P) - R-P) dt 
0 2(AF)3’2 2(AF-)3’2 I 
W) - e(u) 
2(F(P) - F(~t))~j* + 
et-p) - et-u) du = 
I 
- 
2(F(+3) - F(-u))3’2 /I? ’ 
Thus. it suffices to show that for 0 < u </I, that 
(F(P) - W)“‘(‘%~) - et-u)) 
+ (F(-P) - F(-u))‘,“(@f3) - e(u)) > 0. (3.3) 
Now ecu) + e+) = ZP <p” SO that 
ew - et-4 a - (e(p) - e(4). (3.4) 
But also, as we have observed in the proof of Lemma 3.2, e’(x) ( 0 if 
x < 0: hence 
8(-p) - e(-u) > 0. (3.5) 
Again, F(-u) -F(u) = - 2au’/3 > - 2up3/3. so F(-u) - F(u) > 
F(-j?) - F(P), and thus 
F(P) -F(u) > F(-p) - F(-u). (3.6) 
Now (3.5) and (3.6) yield (3.3) and hence the proof of the lemma is com- 
plete. 
We next consider the case of periodic boundary conditions. To do this, we 
merely note that the time map here is also an increasing function, as follows 
from Theorem 3.1. and the fact that orbits in phase space are symmetric 
about the line c = 0. We thus have 
THEOREM 3.6. For the problem (1. l), with periodic boundary conditions, 
the dericatice of the time map is positioe. 
COROLLARY 3.1. There is at most one nonconstant periodic solution of 
( 1.1) with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, haoing a prescribed 
number of maxima on -L < x < L. 
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4. DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, PART 2 
We shall begin this section by considering solutions which are never 
positive. We remind the reader that the conventions of Section 1 are still in 
effect: in particular, we assume that u, the sum of the roots of f, is 
nonnegative. Thus, there are only two cases to consider: namely. when (i) 
a < 0 < b < c, or (ii), a < b < 0 < c. However, case (i), was considered in 
Theorem 2.2. Case (ii) is handled in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Considering solutions in . I -. the following are true: (i) If 
a < 0 < b < c. then T is monotone; (ii) if a < b < 0 < c, then T has exact!v 
one critical point, a minimum. 
Proof: Suppose that the hypotheses (ii) hold. From (2.6). we have, with 
c = - l/a, 
S” + $ S’ > &lo (AF) - 3iz A@ du, 
a 
where $(x) = X@(X) - B(x) = $Y’(x - 4a/9). Thus, if u < 0, then d’ < 0 so 
that A$ > 0 and hence S” + (2/a)S’ > 0. Thus T can have at most one 
critical point. 
Now from (IS), 0’(O) = 71 > 0, so S’ > 0 for u near 0, a < 0. It follows 
that T’(p) > 0 for p near zero. But for p near a, T(p) is very large; thus T’ 
has exactly one critical point. This completes the proof. 
We note that in case (ii) of the last theorem, the time map takes the form 
of Fig. 10. 
Finally. we make some remarks about solutions which oscillate; i.e., 
solutions of the Dirichlet problem which lie neither in .P nor in c rr. These 
solutions correspond to orbits which begin on the line u = 0, encircle the 
origin one or more times, and then end on u = 0. Since T is always 
monotone for periodic orbits (Theorem 3.2), we see that if the orbit encircles 
the origin sufficiently-many times, then there cannot be any bifurcation. 
That is. solutions with sufftciently many maxima, do not bifurcate. The 
case of solutions with a small number of maxima, requires further 
investigation. We shall not pursue this here. 
FIGURE 10 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We end this paper by making a few observations. First, we note that our 
results are immediately applicable to certain systems. For example, consider 
the Fitz-Hugh-Nagumo equations, L!, = t’,, + f(u) - U, U, = ~TV - yu, where 
u and y are positive constants, and f(u) = - U(U - b)(v - c), 0 < b < c. If u 
and y are chosen so that the polynomial $(tl) = f(u) - (a/y)tl has three roots, 
then our results apply at once to the steady-state solutions of these equations. 
Similar remarks apply to the Hodgkin-Huxley equations. 
Next, we wish to point out that we can view the results of Section 3 in a 
somewhat different manner. Namely, we can think of these results as 
examples of bifurcations with two parameters, namely, the length of the 
interval L, and the middle root b. Thus, abstractly, we have an equation of 
the form F(u, L, b) = 0, corresponding to the problem (1.1) and (2.1), where 
f is given by (1.2), with both a and c considered as fixed. We now can study 
the “bifurcation diagram” for this equation as both L and b vary. For 
example, if o3 > pn, (recall that p was defined at the end of Section 3), and 
r < 0, then for a < b < 0 < c, Theorem 3.4 implies that the bifurcation 
diagram for the nonnegative solutions, has the form of Fig. 11. 
Now let b + 0, holding a and c fixed. When b = 0, Theorem 3.2 applies, 
and it is easy to see that the bifurcation diagram takes the form of Fig. 12, 
together with the positive L-axis. Thus the bifurcation diagrams do not vary 
continuously with b. One can view this as a “higher order” bifurcation; i.e., 
as a “bifurcation” in the bifurcation diagrams. 
Next, we wish to point out that in [2], it was proved that for solutions of 
Eq. (1.11, with either homogeneous Neumann or Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, if 7(p) # 0, then the corresponding solution is strongly 
FIGURE II I) h --- 1 c- 
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nondegenerate, in the sense that zero is not in the spectrum of the linearized 
operator. This implies at once the validity of our remarks in the introduction 
concerning strongly nondegenerate solutions. 
Finally, we end this paper by noting that our methods are applicable to 
other linear homogeneous boundary value problems for equation (1.1). 
Again in the interest of brevity, we shall not discuss these here. 
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